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BY JOHN FERAK

the heat

Senior news reporter

a moist wash cloth in the
, Jenny Vargas, a freshman
major, and her roommates have
y to cool off.
resides in Weiler Hall, one of
ce halls that lacks the much
air conditioning to battle the
beat wave. Douglas, Lincoln,
n. McKinney and Ford halls
air conditioning as weU.
recent heat wave has residents of
ffy halls scrambling for ideas to
l the high temperatures.
tures arc expected to remain in
throughout the week.
shman Tommy
Hayes
of
ey Hall also has a method to
I. "I try to stay in the shade and
a lot of water," Hayes said.
cey Santoro, a junior English
, said some days nothing helps to
lhe temperature more bearable.
have to sit as still as possible."
said. "Four fans aren't enough.
just circulate the hot air."
"le students seem to suffer in these
air-conditioned residence halls,
are options to cope with the heat.
as stays with a friend at Carman
where air conditioning is provided.
y students have already decided
Booth Library is an ideal place to
some work done and stay clear of the

Anselment, a resident assistant
nney said this is the hottest year
at Eastern.

SHERYL SUE SIDWELLJ Associate photo editor
Malt Kibbons, a freshman environmental biology major who lives on the second
floor of McKiflney Hall, attempts to cool off in from of a fan Saturday aftemoon,
Temperatures reached the upper 90s during the weekend.
"It is uncomfortable, but it shouldn't
be this hot for long," Anselment said.
Linda Kenyon, a counselor at

■ Heat expected to return this

week.
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Pemberton Hall, said that cool drinks
and ref.resbments for the halls are
provided to help the residents. Kenyon

said residents are encouraged to relax in
the air-conditioned television lounge
during the afternoon heat.
"Students are taking the heat more
seriously since they know we're
concerned," Kenyon said.
Laura Draughan, a counselor at
McKinney Hall, said the residence hall
staff is instructed to look out for people
getting hot and make sure no one is
overexerting themselves.
"Moving in is very stressful in itself,
and we want to make sure people are
taking it easy in this heat," she S;iid.

OG to vote on tuition, fee hikes early
sual October voting date moved .up a month

Just as students scurried to
et the Aug. 12 payment
· e for the current school
tuition and fees, talk is
'ck.Jy escalating about the
sat to raise these fees for
1996-97 school year.
The Board of Governors,
tern's governing board. will
te on a new tuition and fee
~posal from the university at
lflS ~ept 21 meeting.
The university is presenting
the proposal to the Student
Senate on Wednesday.
Last year the board approved
increases at its October
meeting, but because of the
demise of the board at the end

of the calendar year. and the
cancellation of the board's
October meeting, the board has
asked for proposals in

■

Student Senate
reacts to plan.
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September.
Gov. Jim Edgar signed a bill
in March eliminating the BOG
and
creating individual
governing boards for the five
universities it oversees: Eastern,
Western Illinois, Northeastern
Illinois, Chicago State and
Governors State universities.

Lou Hencken, vice president
for Student Affairs, said the
shortened deadline should not
cause many problems nor will
student involvement in the
proposal be lessened.
"As long as we are open and
honest and show where the
money goes, students are
generally very reasonable,"
Hencken said.
The proposal is being sent
prematurely so as to allow
board members time to discuss
it with their staffs prior to the
actual vote at the September
meeting, Hencken said.
Hencken said he doesn't
know the amount of proposed
increases or what specific areas
will request increases, but "it
would be misleading to say

there won't be an increase."
When asked if a tuition hike
will be proposed for the 199697 school year, Hencken said,
"If I had to bet, I would say
yes."
Student fees were raised
from $391.20 per semester in
the 1994-95 school year to
$404.55 per semester for the
1995-96 school year.
Hencken will address the
early proposals to the Srodent
Senate at its Aug. 23 meeting
and return for the Aug. 30
meeting to define the specifics
of the proposals.
The finished proposal will
then be sent to the BOG with an
asterisk that reads "pending
Student Oovemment approval,"
Hencken said.

Because the Faculty Senate pledged its
support in David Joms' Eastern presidency
during a special meeting in June, some faculty
members are calling for a .referendum to let the
campus community vote confidence or noconfidence on the issue.
Lankford Walker, associate professor of
accounting and finance, said he will request the
Faculty Senate hold a campus-wide referendum
regarding its confidence in Joms' presidency.
Richard Wandling, associate professor of
political science, is also expected to make a
similar request
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the
BOG Room at Booth Library.
"I think the senate owes the faculty a chance
to ra~i fy !heir vo~e becau.se .th.at. pJirlic;ular
resolution is being touted as such," Walker said.
Philosophy professor Gary Aylesworth said he
thinks the senate backed itself into a comer by
passing a resolution supporting Joms' presidency
over the summer. Therefore. Aylesworth said.
the senate must now vote to hold a campus-wide
referendum to allow Eastern faculty a chance to
ratify the matter.
''The resolution the senate passed was poorly
worded," Aylesworth said "I think they made a
mi take by passing it. Now, they've made the
whole issue bigger. They've really upped the
stakes whether it was done intentionally or not"
Eastern President David Joms was unavailable
for comment Sunday evening.
In May, Eastem's Foundation Board passed a
no-confidence resolution regarding Jorns'
presidency. The Foundation is Eastern's multimillion dollar fund-raising arm.
In late spring, Joms decided to restructure the
Foundation, which upset many board members.
Steve Palk, Eastern's vice president for
institutional advancement since 1989, left his
post to work out of state.
Aylesworth believes the May resolution's
original intent was a knee-jerk response to the
Eastern Foundation Board's n<Konfidence vote
in Joms' presidency, which occurred in May.
Traditionally, whenever a vote of confidence
is called for by the senate, a faculty referendum
is also held to allow everyone a chance to vote.
The most recent confidence vote regarding an
Eastern president was in April, 1991, when
faculty, by a 53 percent margin, voted no
confidence in then-president Stan Rives. Rives
later resigned after several months of
negotiations with the BOG.
"It looks to me like the Faculty Senate had a
vote of confidence (in Joms)," Aylesworth said.
'1f indeed that's the case, then the rest of the
faculty will probably want to ratify it"
John Allison, fooner Faculty Senate chairman,
also said he believes a campus-wide referendum
should be held to let all parties voice their views.
'1t's unprecedented to have a confidence vote
not come from the faculty," Allison said ''This
sort of thing ought to be brought to the faculty
for its approval."
Besides Joms' disputes with Foundation
Board members, some trustees on the Board of
Governors have discussed terminating Joms as
Eastem's president during two ~ecutive session
meetings in March and June. At both meetings.
no actions were taken by the board.
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Hussein cancels attack
Planned attack called off
after aide defects to Jordan
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) – Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein
planned to invade Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia this month, but
called off the attack when one of
his top aides defected to Jordan,
the defector said Sunday.
Lt. Gen. Hussein Kamel alMajid, who was head of the country’s clandestine weapons program and is Saddam’s son-in-law,
said he attended meetings of the
Cabinet and the Revolutionary
Command Council in which the
invasions were discussed.
“All army units were informed
to enter Kuwait and the eastern
parts of Saudi Arabia,” he told
The Associated Press in his first
interview since an Aug. 12 news
conference. “The move was
reversed after ... our departure.”
There was no way to independently confirm al-Majid’s claims.
As a newly converted Iraqi opposition figure, it would be in his
interest to play up any hints that
Iraq was planning such moves.
However, the fact that al-Majid
was such a senior figure in the
Iraqi regime gives him added
credibility.
U.S. intelligence reports indicated “unusual” Iraqi troop movements in southern Iraq beginning
last month.
“The latest movement of a
large number of troops toward
Basra (a city in southern Iraq near
the Kuwaiti border) was aimed at
entering Kuwait,” al-Majid said
in the telephone interview.
Al-Majid, who also was Iraq’s
industry minister, was granted
asylum in Jordan after defecting
Aug. 8 with his brother Saddam
Kamel and their wives – both
daughters of Saddam Hussein.
After
the
defections,
Washington vowed to protect
Jordan against any reprisals from
Iraq, and moved warships and
military supplies toward the
Persian Gulf.
U.S. officials had said the Iraqi
defectors indicated Saddam had
contemplated attacking Kuwait or
Saudi Arabia, but had not said
any such plan might be imminent.
Iraq has denied it is engaged in
any unusual military activity, saying only that its armed forces
have recently held several training exercises. It accuses the
United States of whipping up hysteria and spreading false fears of
war.
Al-Majid, who is in his early

40s, said he defected because he
“could not continue to tolerate the
oppression of the Iraqi people and
the savagery of the regime.” The

“

Democracy and
political pluralism will prevail.”

—Ali Hassan alMajid
adviser to Hussein
defector said Ali Hassan alMajid, his uncle and an adviser to
Saddam, met him in Jordan last
week and “warned me against
speaking out against and antagonizing the regime.” Al-Majid
said, without elaborating, that
Saddam had sent agents to assassinate him shortly before his Aug.
12 news conference.
Al-Majid, who has vowed to
topple Saddam, said his countrymen “must be prepared for a new
era,” where “democracy and
political pluralism will prevail.”
U.S. diplomats in Amman said
the Clinton administration has
made contacts with al-Majid, but
have not released details of what
information he supplied to the
Americans.
Al-Majid, the former brains
behind Iraq’s secret weapons program, said he had nothing new to
reveal about Saddam’s clandestine arms. “The regime has
released all the secrets of its
weapons program,” he said.
U.N. Envoy Rolf Ekeus said in
Baghdad on Sunday that Iraq had
given him “important” information related to its biological,
chemical and nuclear weapons
development.
In London, The Observer
newspaper reported Sunday that
al-Majid had told U.S. debriefers
that Saddam was months away
from testing an atomic bomb
when U.S.-led allied forces
launched the Gulf War to drive
his invading forces out of Kuwait.
The Observer quoted sources
close to the American team.
If true, the report would mean
that Iraq had already finished
building a bomb when its army
crossed into Kuwait in 1990, and
was on the brink of testing it.
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Native American: Educate Eastern about Indian history
We preferred our own way of living. We were no expense
to the government. All we wanted was peace and to be left
alone. Soldiers were sent out in the winter, who destroyed
our villages. ... Our first impulse was to escape with our
squaws and papooses, but we were so hemmed in that we
had to fight.
– The last words of Crazy Horse, chief of the Hunkapapa
Indian tribe, in 1877.
BY BETSY COLE
Campus editor
Tom Leonard says his culture is being assassinated.
A Saginaw Chippewa Indian and Building Service
Worker at Eastern, Leonard is advocating a campus-wide
movement to educate students and faculty about American
Indian history and the struggles and discrimination faced
by American Indians.
“This country is trying to destroy the Native American
culture and that’s a fact,” Leonard said. “The goal of the
European settlers was to commit genocide against Indians
through the loss of culture and religion, and now our culture is assassinated.”
Leonard hopes to begin an American Indian student
organization and would like Eastern to implement one or
more humanities classes dealing with American Indian history and the culture of the modern Indian. He would also
like to start an American Indian History and Remembrance
week at Eastern.
“People on reservations don’t want to send their children
to a white man’s school where they lose their Indianness,”
Leonard said. “But with (the possible) organization,
Indians won’t be afraid to come to Eastern where they can
talk to other Indians, learn Indian history and the problems
of the Indian culture surviving in today’s society.”
Leonard said the organization would be open to students, faculty and staff of any culture, and its primary goal
would be to lead Native Americans down the “good red
road,” which he described as “the road an Indian walks
when he believes in traditional ways.”
But Leonard is careful to add that knowledge must be
gained by all races, not just American Indians. He said the

American history taught in schools doesn’t
paint an adequate picture of American Indian
history, and stereotypes of Indians are still
apparent.
“Education will stop the wanton massacre of
Indians and get rid of Indian mascots in derogatory images,” he said. “If you’re going to learn
(American history), learn it all. Know what the
Indians have struggled through, not just colonial
accomplishments”
Leonard used the Chief Illiniwik, the mascot
at the University of Illinois at ChampaignUrbana, as an example of misrepresentation of
Indians in American culture.
He said Chief Illiniwik was a Lakota
medicine man who sold his clothes to a U of I
alumnus to keep from starving to death. The
alumnus used the clothes as a mascot uniform,
and the tradition was begun.
“There is nothing Indian about this mascot,”
Leonard said. “His dance is a Rockettes dance
and the drum beat was produced in
Hollywood.”
At 4 p.m. today, Leonard intends to meet
with Eastern President David Jorns, Vice
President of Student Affairs Lou Hencken,
Director of Minority Affairs Johnetta Jones and
Director of Affirmative Action Cynthia Nichols
about starting an American Indian organization
on campus and possibly implementing Indian
humanities classes.
Jorns said he needs more information from
Leonard before he takes a stand on the issue.
“I don’t know the number of Native
Americans we have (on campus) or how wide
the interest is,” he said. “Those will be factors
in accommodating (Leonard’s) requests.”
Jones said she hopes she can help Leonard in
any way possible.
“I support anything that expands our knowledge,” she said. “If I can be helpful to Tom
Leonard, I’ll be happy to.”

JOHN COX/Photo editor
Tom Leonard, a BSW and Saginaw Chippewa Indian tribe member.

New committee to improve administration, Foundation relations
BY JONI LAMB
Staff writer
Administrators are hoping a new
ad hoc committee will be successful in improving relations between
university administrators and the
university Foundation Board.
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This committee is the first committee established between the
Foundation and the administration.
In the past, the Foundation
Board has expressed doubts about
the fund-raising abilities of Eastern
President David Jorns. In May, the
Foundation Board approved a reso-
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Nilsen, special assistant to the president and committee member.
The six-member committee consists of three appointed persons
from both sides.
Members include: Nilsen;
Morgan Olsen, vice president for
business affairs; Ken Hessler,

Foundation member and former
director of university relations and
executive officer of the Foundation;
Stan Rives, former Eastern president and vice chair of the
Foundation; Maggie Hollowell,
Foundation secretary; and Dennis
Spice, Foundation member.
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lution of no-confidence in Jorns’
fund-raising abilities.
The Foundation Board is the
multi-million dollar fund-raising
arm of the university.
“The purpose of the committee is
simply to discuss the relationship
between those two bodies,” said Jill
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Students should
•

the day,
werk for change
Remember this day.
For freshmen and transfer students, today is
the first day of class at Eastern. For everyone
who is returning, it signifies another year at
the university they hope to graduate from.
But school here is more than that, and students should treat it like more than just an education. Eastern is your community and your
school. You should treat the next year as an
investment of the highest importance.
Every action a student takes contributes to
the social fabric of the campus. Getting
involved with student organizations is an obvious first step, but getting
~1: ia:¥0 ve is ll)Ore than
OT-10.l ~t. Invohrement and
action mean a dedication
to improvement, a desire to be informed about
the goings-on on campus and in the world, and
a serious attempt to live in a way that will not
be detrimental to the society as a whole.
World events are intrinsically ]inked to the
campus. The Republicans' Contract With
America included a plan that would cut college
financial aid, including the Stafford loans that
hundreds of students here depend on. Students
can work at this level to work for or against
that action, as long as they are informed.
College is not a place one can come, study
and avoid being effected by the world around
them. Tuition increases, campus crime, race
relations, the condition of our residence halls
and other issues will seep into our lives
whether or not we want them to. By knowing
these issues and taking steps to change things
for the better - whether it be voting, protesting
or speaking out - you will make this a campus
worth being in and improve everyone's experience while they're here.
Who are you? What will you become here?
What is this university like?
All these questions will be answered by the
actions we all take together. Being apathetic,
not trying or dropping out of this society while
being in college won't help.
Take your first action today.

Don't worry about first day foul u

personal questions, compa
It's the day when most students
to the Watergate or Ira
manage to make fools of themhearings.
selves.
"Overwhelmed
One brave guy acrua1
In the rush to make it to their first
classes on time, students leave their
with horror, I teered to be put on the firiT
After the teacher wru
flies down, walk into trees, benches
scampered out with him, she told the clru
and people, and embarrass themselves in front of 10,000 people.
of the freshman walking in a circle, while
out one desk and placec
But students this- year won't have
classroom"
center.
SAM McKEE
to worry about pulling the greatest
My friend and I quicld
rookie maneuver in Eastem's 100- Regular columnist
chance to escape certaill
year history. I already claimed that
" ="""==-=r-=a-,,,, tion.
prestigious title last year during my ==-=,==·=="'"'""'""""'"""""=-"·~
I knew I would break down under the spotlight
debut with Eastem education.
I had managed to make it to most of my classes without seat and explain that I didn't belong in the class an
getting hit by a moped, falling into the bushes, being bitten by kid ..Chunk" in the movie "Goonies," probably cor
any squirrels or otherwise looking like a first-year student. I the bad things I wd when I was a kid.
After grabbing his book bag, my friend witti:
even had a trustworthy friend, or so I thought, with an identidirectly out of the classroom as the other students ,
cal schedule to navigate me through all my classes.
But the 1ronble began when my friend briefly che.cked the room.
I stayed in line expecting to inconspicuously slip
location of our :final class of the day.
We entered a Coleman Hall classroom and sat down a few I neared the door. But before I could get there, the tf
minutes early. We had another friend who was supposed to sharply, "Everyone with shoes on sit down."
meet us there, bot strangely she wasn't there. So we figured
In horror, I stood there like a small woodlru
caught in the headlighis as all of the other stndents i
she was ditching or maybe went to the wrong class.
The teacher walked in and wrote her name on the board I was wearil'lg sandals. Time frore and I was left st.i
along with the course title "SPC-1310." That's when I started hot seat was reserved for me.
to get nervous. I was supposed be in a political science class,
Overwhelmed with horror, I scampered out of tht
but I remained optimistic. It must be "State and local Politi.Cs classroom. When I bad safely exited the building, I
1310," I thought
on the pavement laughing with my friend I later
My optimism quickly shattered as the young teacher began him for his poor navigational skills.
to speak. "Hi.. rd like to welcome you to speech class;' the
But life became easier after the first day, and i
overly spllllky teacher said. "Now, how many of you are year as well. New studeots begin to find the right cl
freshman?"
they start remembering not to leave their school ID
Amid a sea of hands, I realiz.ed that my friend and I had trays and send them back to the kitchen on convi
met a fate worse than death - we were trapped in freshman They stop Jocking themselves out of their rooms ·
peech class. But it got worse.
take showers, and no longer have to attend clas
"How many of you are terrified of public speakingT' she towels and fli~flops.
asked A few people raised their hands. "Well, don't worry,
And for all students without air conditioning, the
every one of you will get a chance to speak today."
tures will slowly dip to a point where they can no
At this point. my terror turned to laughter as this nightmare eggs on their steamy floors.
Life gets better_after the first day.
became more and more surreal.
Next sbe commanded us to gather our desks in a ciicle for
a gruesome public speaking game called "Hot Seat." in which
- Sam McKee is fea/ures editor and a regular col
each snident is forced to sit in the center and endure deeply The Daily Eastern News.
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' ' today's quote
The mutual confidence on which
all else depends can be maintained
only by an open midd and a brave
reliance upon free discussion.

- Learned Hand
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Representatives save
free speech, activism
in rejecting amendment
Editor's note: 11,e following editori.al
appeared in the Aug. 8 edition of The
Daily Texan, the daily newspaper at the

University ofTexas at Austin.

The House of Representatives protected free speech and political involvement on Aug. 7. The House, in a bipartisan 263-161 vote, killed a proposed
amendment that would deny federal
funds to any university that gave student
fees to an organization "seeking to
influence public pollcy.'
The appropriations-bill amendment,
sponsored by Rep. Gerald Solomon, RNY., and Rep. Ernest Istook, R-Okla.,
could have affected many University of
Texas groups. The description "seeking
to influence public policy'· could apply
to a broad range of campus club , and
University of Texas organizations such
as the Minority ~ ormation Center, the

guest vievv
Muslim Student Association and Hillel
could have easily lost funding.
This amendment would have produced bizarre results. Because the rule
would affect only political groups, religious or other advocacy groups would
be untouched. Thus an organization
advocating devil worship could receive
funding; a family-values group supporting Pat Buchanan's presidential candidacy could not
More important, the proposed
amendment overlooks that every student organization receiving fees
obtained that money through the democrati c process on a local level.
Republicans claim to support more
local control of government why, th.en,
do they interfere with democracy in
action?
Wor t of all, the proposed amendment would have decreased political
involvement. If student political group
were hamstrung. it would be harde!" for

college students to particip
political process.
That would be unfortu
democracy, all citizens rule, w
citizens need to be involved
affairs. If they are not. Ollf gc
suffers.
The House did well to ·
and Istook's amendment: In
House members protected fu
freedom of association an
involvement
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end showers bring relief
ning Monday. The month's high
temperatures and even higher
humidity have combined to
become the second hottest August
in Char]eston·s history.
's heat wave late
Price aid lhe city has experias thunderstorm eaced nine consecutive days where
temperatures have topped the 90lesCoumy.
a local weather degree mark. In addition, Charlesthe stonns. which ton had not received precipitation
·
of rni n on the for seven days before Saturday 's
a weak air mass showers.
north.
The National Weather Service is
ulted in a tem- predicting temperatures in the
st l0 degrees, upper 80s Monday before hitting
a high of 84 the lower 90s later this week.
The.dome of intense heat, which
rain, which is affecting almost two-fifths of the
1.54 inches nation, has forced heat advisories
t amounted dealing with the heat index to
inch of rain become commonplace in many
area weather forecasts.
month.
for August
The heat index predicts how hot
e tempera- the temperature and humidity feel.
6degrees.
Price, said the large humidity
tempera- perc.entages i.n the ltir are a big
expeot.ed to_ faotor in the predicted heat index.
els begin-·
"(The humidity) affects your

est
in

perspiration - retarding its evaporation and making it seem much
warmer," Price said.
Despite the high heat indexes,
both the Eastern Health Service
and Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center have reported no heal stress
or heat exhaustion cases in August
Because of the searing heat.
most campu air conditioning
equipment has been working overtime. Physical Plant Director Ted
Weidaer said several factors make
it difficult to keep the academic
building and residence halls cool.
"The problem is, with students
moving in, doors to the outside and
doors to the stairwells are propped
open," Weidner said. "We also
have a lot of old air conditioning
equipment. It was originally
designed to handle these temperatures. but it can• t anymore."
Weidner said the air conditioning.
.eqb:ipmeot is set to lower temperatures to 74 degrees. The air conditioning is turned off in all academic
buildings in the evening.
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Facilities insitute new
hours for fall semester
BY BETSY COLE
Campus editor
Campu facilities will be
undertaking new operating hours
as the fall semester begins today.
■ Students can pick up their
official schedules and validate
their student IDs between 8:30
a.m. and 3 p.m. today in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Ballroom. After today, this
service will continue in the
Registration Office in the basement of McAfee Gymnasium.
The Registration Office is open
from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. today
through Thursday. Normal hours
will begin from 8 a..m. to 4:30
p.m. on Friday.
Students who lost their IDs can
get another one made for $ IO in
the Registiation Office.
■ Textbook Rental Center

hours are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. this
Monday through Thursday and 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday.
Regular hours. Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
will resume Augu t 28.
■ Fall semester hours al Booth
Library wi II be from 8 a. m. Lo
11 :45 p.m. Monday through
Thursday; 8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.
Friday; 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.
Saturday; and I :30 to 11 :45 p.m.
Sunday.
■ Student Recreation Center
hours for fall semester are 7 am.
to 10 p.m. Monday through
Friday; 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday; and noon to 10 p.m.
Sunday.
■ Parking permits are being
sold from 8 aJ11. to 3 p.m. today
in the Martin Luther IGng Jr.
University Union, across from the
bookstore.
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ble Flower Shop
503 JEFFERSON

345-7007
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LOTS
OF
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Take a break and enjoy
the Perfect Pizza at the
Perfect Price-fresh
and steaming hot.
We'll even include our
special garlic sauce

and Clothing
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and Gear
--------------,

CASHING SERVICE.
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Everyday.
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Eastern lllinois University

426 W. Lincoln
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FREE
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Eastern Illinois Universit;y!

Hunting For The Best
Banking Deal In
Panther Country?
Just Track DoV#t 1
The Nearest
Boatmen's.
/And how t:ough can that be with one\
\ across the street from Old JJfain? /
Just imagine, everything you need in a bank account including the best locations fur
just three bucks a month. We call it the Collegiate Options account.

It's everything you asked for in one easy package, check it out:
• No fee when you use Boannen's ATMs on Lincoln across from Old Main,
uptown on the square, and at Wal-Mart in Charleston
• Personal checking account with unlimited check writing
privileges and no minimum balance requirement
• Free Boannen's Banking Card or ATM card
provides safety by eliminating the need for carrying
extra cash
• Boatmen's Banking Card looks like a credit card
but works like a check, eliminating the hassle
of showing extra ID or using out-of-town
checks
• 24 hour access to your account infurmation via
Telephone Banking
• Full service banking at our convenient facility
located across from Old Main

So if you're as smart as those admissions guys think you are, you'll recognize a great
deal when you sec it - Boatmen's Collegiate Options account.

Call 345-2101 and talk to a Personal Banker today.

/Tf\ BOATMEN'S®
tralBANKS
AS,95-49040-ICH

Member FDIC

Credit services subject tn credit afJ!n'oval
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w saloon to replace Studen~ Senate to get first IOok
d Charleston tavern at possible tuition, fee increases
Sports Saloon, operated
l "Spike" Tbeole and

Oms, is the latest bar to
in Cl!arleston., replacing the
-old Ted's Warehouse.
bael Theole said Spikes,
Ted's Warehouse which
ed bands several nights
week, will offer a band
Saturday and on occasional
lhroughout the week.
added lhat sports program. , will be played on several
·oos inside the establis.hBillianls and darts tourna•
are being planned.
will easily be noticed
lie patrons, Theole said
· es, 102 N. Sixth St., is
a wider selection of beers
non-alcoholic beverages
in glasses instead of Ted's

cups.
erly black and red, the
is painted red, green and
and sports paraphernalia,
· g posters of celebrated
ois teams, such as the

Chicago Bulls and Chicago
Bears, have been hung throughout the building.
"(Running the bar) is a lot of
fun," said Chris Theole. "A lot of
bard work too, but a Jot of fun."
Ted Bertuca, owner and manager of Ted's, still owns the building but leases it to the Theoles.
"I'm just going to help them
get established for a month or
so," said Bertuca. who is retiring.
Theole, a fonner student senate
member at Eastern, worked severa1 liquor distribution jobs after
graduating from Eastern in 1982.
Several of his area business ventures failed before moving to
Chicago in 1990 where he
worked as a bar manager at the
Governor's Pub.
Currently, he and Chris, also a
former Charleston resident, travel
down from Chicago to work on
their latest business venture.
Michael said he is hoping his
experience in the liquor industry
and the absence of a sports bar in
Charleston will prevent his current venture from ending up like
the rest

BY SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
The Student Senate will have
its first look Wednesday at several tujtion and fee increase proposals, which are going to be
sent to the Board of Governors
for their final approval next
month.
Lou Hencken, vice president
of student affairs, said no
specifics of the increase proposals are known at this time.
The proposals will first be pre•
seoted to the Student Senate on
Wednesday with specifics to be
presented at the Aug. 30 meet-

ing.
Senate Speaker Kevin Piket
said the Stu ent Senate has
approximately five weeks to consider any increases and make
their recommendation on the
increases.
Jason Anselment, vice president for public affairs, said
although the Student Senate bas
been stuck with making a clifficolt decision in a short amount

of time, they have to make one
"or lose our opportunity to do so.
"[ think it's very unfortunate
we have to make these decisions
only a month into the semester,"
Anselment said. "Unfortunately,
I think as a university we are left
with no choice."
Although Anselment said
there is not enough time to hold
a referendum on the issue, he
said he will go along with whatever decision the Student Senate
makes because they are the elected representatives of the student
body.
"It's always tough, even with
a referendum, to have a true representative voice because we
dbn't have a large voter turnout,"
Anselment said. "The underlying
goal still has to be to provide the
best education we can and still
keep our costs as low as we
can."
Anselment said he wants to
talk with as many students as
possible in the next month to get
their opinions on the jncrease
proposals.

"I would hate to be the one
student who's responsible for
gauging the whole student body,"
Anselment said.
Piket said he would like to
form a subcommittee of senate
members to discuss the issues
after he hears Hencken 's presentation on Wednesday.
Anselment, who was the previous chairman of the Tuition
Review Committee, said he will
not have time to both discuss and
vote on any proposed bikes with
the committee, but would like to
meet with the new members for a
round-table discussion of the
issue.
Anselment said he foresees the
committee deaJing primarily
with any tuition
increases and the senate dealing primarily with fee issues.
Anselment said executive
members of Student Government
were given a chance to meet with
Hencken to discuss possible
bikes but have not yet had any
formal meetings among themselves.

NOW HIRING!
$4.75/HR starting pay
Breaks• FREE uniforms
Flexible Scheduling
Daily & Monthly incentives

.

Apply Today!

'S Dolltle Drive nn
4 Linooln Ave.
(217) 345-1071

29°0 Rent
til May 96

REE Delivery
WALNUT GRAIN

CEBOXER
·800-811-1953

Pain reliever/
~ F o r the

mintlr aches and pains

common cold, headache,

tular ac~~s. backache. for
~~!!thntts. f.or the pain
"'amps, and tor reduction of

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goooness there's Advil:9 Advanced medicine filf pain:-Right?
... =hy not sell your
un=anted items in
Dally Ea.atern Neu,•
Claaalftecl Secttonl

PICk up your tree sample at unfon Bookstore.
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News redesigns and relocates for new yei
Student
Organization
Daytoday
Chris Soprych, former art director for
the News began work on the redesign in
April, and Karin Knoop, technology adviser for the News, has worked on implementing the design throughout the summer.
In addition to the new design, the News
staff has undergone several changes.
Karen Wolden, a senior journalism
major from Dundee has replaced Beth
Raichle as managing editor. Raichle
resigned her position in May for personal
reasons. Chris Seper, a graduate student in
political science from Rockford has
replaced Natalie Gott as editorial page editor. Gott resigned her position in June to
take a semester-long internship at the

The start of Fall semester 1995 brings
several changes to The Daily Eastern

News.·

BY SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Students interested in campus
involvement will be able to inquire
today about all Eastem's recognized student organizations during Student
Organization Day.
About 30 organizations are expected
to participate from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
today outside the Textbook Rental
Center, said Lisa Garrison, vice president for student affairs.
Keith Lipke, chairman of University
Board, said the UB will be among the
organizations participating, and he will
be looking for volunteers and distributing informational materials to students.
"(The event is an opportunity) to just
tell students 'we're UB and this is what
we do,"' Lipke said.
The UB will also be trying to meet
with new students and find out what
activities they want to see this year, he
added.
Garrison said she also hopes the event
will infonn students as well as provide
recruiting opportunities for the organizations.
Both Lipke and Garrison are hopeful
that today's forum will have more success than a similar forum held last
spring. Garrison attributed the poor
attendance at the spring forum to the
event being scheduled "way too early."
Liplce said more students showd· be
attracted to this year's event because of
it being held outside the Textbook
Rental Cente.r. Music will be playing
during the day as well, which should
attract more students, Garrison said. -

The News has been reformatted for a
more updated, professional look with a
new nameplate, new headline and typeface
fonts and more inviting weather and sports
reference boxes al the top of Page l .
The nameplate is a return to the traditional font of the 1987-1993 nameplates,
and the headline and text fonts were modified to appear more professional.
The redesign has been executed to keep
the News up to date with the late t in
newspaper design and technology while
incorporating a more reader-friendly style.

Peoria Journal-Star. Reagan Branb
sophomore journalism major
Chatham has replaced Melissa McCl
activities editor. McClain resigne
position in May to take a full-time j
campus.
The News' offices and news roan
also been temporarily moved fro
north gym of the Buzzard Building
Gallery of the Martin Luther Ki
University Union. The Gallery is I<
under the bowling alley in the west s
the Union. The News is schedu l
return to the Buzzard Building in
when renovations on the building are
plete.

Student groups seek members to fill spo

UB, AB, Student Lobbying Team accepting applicatio·
BY SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
The Student Lobbying Team,
Apportionment Board and
University Board are currently
seeking students to fill vacancies
left by some last year members.
Applications for positions on
the Student Lobbying Team, UB
and AB can all be picked up
starting today in the Student
Government Office on the second floor of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The Student Lobbying Team is
a group of students that actively
lobbies all levels of government
on behalf of the university. The
AB allocates student fees to all
recognized student organiz.ations.
The UB schedules a variety of
campus entertainment and educational speakers throughout the

year.

David Jams, to discuss the need
for a Student Lobbying Team.
''The general feeling seemed
to be the Student Lobbying Team
is a great idea, but it's going to
take a major commitment from
the students who are selected,"
Anselment said
UB Chairman Keith Lipke
said he is seeking new members
to act as coordinators of UB 's
comedy, communications, special events and movies/videos

Our main goal
is to look for
' ' students with
some sort of experience in programming
to. serve as coordinators this year."

- Keith Lipke,
UB chairman

areas.

Vice Presiaent for Public
Affairs Jason Anselment said the
Student Lobbying Team, which
was formed last spring by
Srudent Senate, is seeking 12 srudent members.
Anselment said he met with
Kris Merri.field, university lobby~
ist, and Jill Nielsen, special
adviser to the Eastern President

"Our main goal is to look for
students with some sort of experience in programming to serve
as coordinators this year:' Lipke
said.
Both Lipke and Anselment
said incoming students who
expressed interest in panicipati ng in UB or Student
Government will be contacted.
Matt Henn.an, vice president

for financial affairs, said
seeking three new mernto sit on AB this
Applications are available
Student Govemmei;it Office
ing today and will be dm
by Sept. 6.
Herman said intervieYi
be conducted before chc
new members and the date
interviews will be detemili
how soon the appJicatio.
returned..
"I want to sit down
Michelle (Gaddini, studen:
president) and some of tllf
executives and see bow the
duct interviews," Hermar
'This is the fin;t chance r,
at conducting Gob) intervie
Anselment said he tentl
scheduled his interviews fo
September and hopes to I
director in place by the c
September.
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le Boris erases students' minds
kicks off activities at Quad Quakin' good time
ris. a proho visited
Saturday
the Quad,
embers to
·r normal
f sugges"powers" to
ons, such as
forget his
the audience
er Preview

the same
each show
play on
make
d origi-

Boris, who claims to have no
supernatural powers - just the
ability to change reality by the
"power of suggestion."
Eastern
student
Jeff
MendenhalJ, one of the 15
guests on the stage, was made
to think his name was "Chip."
Throughout the entire show, if
Boris forgot his name, "Chip"
would become increasingly
angry. By the end of the
evening, "Chip" was grabbing
the microphone from Boris to
correct his mistakes.
"It was cool how my subconscious was doing everything he
told me to do." Mendenhall
said.
"I' could talk to other people
on stage normaJly," Mendenhall
said.
If anyone else would ask him
his name, he would know it was
Jeff. but if Boris Were to ask
him, he thought it was Chip.
"This is 100 percent real,"
claims Sherry Lewis, a participant in the show who became

hypnotized while watching
Boris from the crowd.
"He has us touch our own
minds to make images come
out," said Lewis about her theory of how Boris can control the
participants' minds.
Boris said his shows are
totally real.
"J travel alone," he said, not
with audience members to
accompany him in his entertainment
Boris performs over 300 shows
a year throughoat the United
States and in various countries
such as Canada, Cuba, and the
Caribbean.
Panther Preview events slated
for Monday are:
■ Videos presented from 9
a.m. to ,5 p.m. Monday through
Friday in the Univetsity Union
Walk.way Bridge Lounge.
■ Bowling in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Bowling Alley for 75 cents per
game with free shoe rental from 6
to IOp.m.

TRAVIS SPENCER/Staff photographer

Booked
Dawn DeRosa, a freshman psychology major, picks up her books
Saturday aftenwon at the Textbook Rental Service.

.

eek offers students opportunity to repel from campus buildings
campus to learn more about
ROTC.

have the
e side of
day and
serve
eek.
OTC
tern's
nts to
ek on

''The purpose of this week is
to let students know we do more
than sit behind a desk, drink coffee and eat donuts," Dean said.
He said the repelling clinic is
open at 9• a.m. today and Friday
to any student who wishes to
learn how to repel down the side
of Klebm Hall.
Dean suggested that students
'1

l

wear tennis shoes.
ROTC week is open to aJl students to learn about the latest
equipment and even taste a little
bit of army life.
Lt. Col. David Sims said,
"The purpose of ROTC week is
to increase visibility of the
ROTC program on campus,
especially for incoming freshmen.
"It also provides an opportuni-

ty for students to experience the
adventure type training and see
the latest high-tech equipment
being used," he added. "We are
looking for people who would
like to lead their army into the
21st century."
Other ROTC exhibits this
week are:
■ An information booth
Tuesday in the Martin Luther
King Jr .University Union Lobby
. .J~d

'

l

near the Sugar Shack.
■ A Natick Labs army display
Wednesday in the library quad
will show the latest advances in
uniforms and new equipment.
They will offer samples of
anny food, Dean said.
■ Ao army equipment display
Thursday in the library quad will
showcase equipment from a few
national guard. units in the area,
Deim..~i:l,~11~,v .,.Hi::iuuJt :,JVm 1:.i1m!1>
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CASH STATION NOW
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classified advertisin

10
SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraterni•
ties, sororities & sl\Jdent organization. You've seen credit card
fundrasiers before, but you've
never seen the Citibank
tundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application . Call Donna at 1 800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/1

Brian's Place Night Club and
bar now hiring waitresses.
Starting pay min. wage. Apply
In person. 2100 Broadway
Ave., Mattoon. 2344151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Now accepting applications for
Afterschool
Program
Supervisors, Before School
Supervisor, instructors for gymnastics, clogging, and drawing/painting. Part-time. Apply
Charleston Recreation Dept.,
520 Jackson, 2nd n.

Complete llvlngroom set.
Includes couch, loveseat, chair,
tables and 2 lamps. Call
Mamita 348-0694.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _8/21

Good luck this season Charlie
Rolche! Remember I'm there
for you always I Love Jen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/21
Michelle Gaddlni : Be courageous, maintain your integrity,
keep the laughter, and NO
NEW MAJORS . I' m sending
positive thoughts from abroad.
Your Advisor.

Painted Ladi. New fashion shop.
Penndelton, Suzan Bristal, Jones
of New York, Northern Isles,
Cambridge Dry Goods and many
more. 608 6th Street.

HELP WANrED
MODELS NEEDED: Male or
Female Models needed for Fall
1995 Life Drawing Classes
$4.25 an hour. Apply at Art
Dept. Office, FAA216.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/22

Wanted : mature, dependable,
forceful indMdual to work as a
MAP study table supervisor 4
nights a week, 8-10 p.m.
Contact Minority Admissions
Office, 113 Blair Hall, in person.

Expanding our staff! Looking
for high energy people with a
superior attirude. Apply in person at 405A Lincoln Ave. For
driver's or in-shop positions
atter2p.m.

AM-FM Stereo by Fisher, 1 pair
KLH Speakers , 120 Waiss .
$250. Call 348-0442.
---------'8/24
Tan couch w/ matching chair
$25. Kitchen table w/4 chairs
$50. 234-3932. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,.8/22
Queen
size
loft
$150.
Computer table and entertainment center. $50 each . Call
235-0195.

_________ans

WANTED

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8125

Nanny needed for 5 children.
Ages 10, 9, 7, 6, &4. Hours 3-9
p.m. M-F. Must have childhood
education
experience.
Weekend positions also available. Approximately 20 hrs.
Effingham 342-3579.

RECEPTIONISTS NEEDED for
Dally Eastern News. Must be
reliable, able to work efficiently
under pressure, and have good
"people skills". Must be able to
follow oral and written instructions, have legible handwriting,
above average spelling and
math ability. Apply IN PERSON
at Student Publications office in
the Gallery of the MLK Union.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/31
RooMMATES

Roommate wanted Fa/SP

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8 1 2 3 .

semester. $250/monlh. 10 mo.
lease. House on 12th St. Call
345-6568.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/2,5

Hong
Kong
House-Help
Wanted. Apply in person 1505
18th St.

_____________8125

Bonanza hiring wait staff excellent tips. Other positions available, flexible hours. Apply In
person. 235-3 14 1
H_e_l_p_w_a_n_t_e_d_O_I_R_E_C_T_C~~
PROFESSIONAL needed in a
24-hour residenttal program, pro-

vidlng services to adults and chlldren with developmental disabilities. Evening and weekend shifts

Make Your
Friends' birthday
a BIG SURPRISE
with a Birthday ad i
The Daily Eastern N

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ .8/21

Wanted 1oo students. Lose 8100 lbs. New metabolism breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds in three
weeks . Guaranteed results.

$34.95 cost 1-800-352-8446.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 8125

Advertiser _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone/Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BOOTH LIBRARY tours begin in the Public Catalog Area and last
about 45 minutes. The library will be closed Sept.4 , Labor day.
Instructors: Please schedule class orientations with Reference
SeNices, 581-6072.
WESLEY FOUNDATION this Is a grea1 opportunity \o meet new people
like yourself. We'll talk about roommates, lone.lfness, the bar scene, ete.
Refreshments.

Date to run _ _ _ _ _ ____.
Cost: $12

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY
The Dally Easrtm News C8IIIIO( be R&p(lDSible for llKR than one day's incnrm:l
insenioo. Reportemn immulialdy ru 58J-28l2. Acam;ledad will appear in the~

Three bedroom furnished
apartment for rent two blocks
from EIU. Available now. Call
345-3401, 345-2263, or 34851_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _.
88
__
911

edition.
All chlssified advertising MUST meet the l p.m. deadline 10 appear in the next day's
publicalion. Any ads proces9ed AFrElt l p.m. will be published in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFrER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads mllSI be paid in adV1llCe. Only 110COU/11S witb established mdil may be
billed.
All Advfflising subnuued co Tire Dolly Easttm News is lllbject to approval and may
be revised, rejeclcd. or canc:eled at any limo.
Th,, DaJly &slem News assumes po liability if for any CC8SOII it becomet occessa,y
10 omit an advatil;ement.

DIRlCTQRY
~ . TIIAWlo ,. T ~
Hu.P WAN'IU) • WAN'IU) • ADomoN •~lmu/lb)uls

picked up at CCAR Industries, -,i-1-o~o the.NEW.J '(:las!~~~
825 18th
·• ChMe st dn'!' IL ads for all your renting needs.
E.O.E.
ha-00
61920.
___
_ _ _ _ _ _8125

~

IOOMMA115 • SUMEScnas •

_,,_,.,

I

foa llDn • foa 5Au

Losr &. FOUND • ANNouNaM1Nrs

The Daily [astern News

ACROSS .
t Large bodies of

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student O Yes O No
Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

water
•--mater
10 Stint
14 Separated
ts Friend of
Androcles
H Actor Jannings
n Imprecise
measurement
1• Competent
20Last
21 Part of CNN
n Arthur Godfrey
instrument
14 Sample tape
HCalyxpart
• Drink cat-style

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ Composltor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
□ Cash

Payment

□ Check

□Cash

PLEASE NOTE: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Dally Eastem News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
8Ubmltted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No cllps wlR be taken by phone. Any Clip that Is
Uleglble or contains conflicting lnformatlon WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

FoRRENT

Donn sized refrigerator for rent ·
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-n..46.

available. Applications may be

--------~8125
Jjll ■ IIIHl.llll ■llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll•.1 ■1 ■ 111111

campus clips

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/23

Place your classil
News by 2 p.m. o
b\day prior to when
ning . Call 581-281
details on the News

□ Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

/ ....____________.

31 Socialist

Eugene

UOescrlbe
•
•

Israeli port
Sandy tract
40 Well-known
41 Imprecise age
"""Quick,·- ,

the Flit!"
•Columnist
Bombeck
... The "A~ In A.M.
47 Halts legally
48 Life Is a long
one
st Three-time
George Burns
film role
a Snoozed
M Jacob or Esau
• Short cheer

Bringin ,s phota at yourbirthday friend
place it in the ad for you! Be sure to wm
name/phone number on the back of the

• Dear follower
eoOutotbed
M De-wrinkle
• Imprecise reply
• Tobacco holder
• Miss Cinders of
old comics
TO Cacklers
11 Sunup site
n Kind of'car or
machine
nSeaeagles

DOWN

t Animals, to
hunters
2Ontop of
3Tubof-" Wizard of id
• Packed away
•The whole
shebang
7 Property claim
a City planner
71
Robert
• Reply
Puzzlll by !Mein., L Robbin•
10 4 :00 social
30 Letterhead
41 Backbones
--+~;;.+~~ t t Walking
suppliers
so Illusion
--+-+a..+,::.+--1 12 Tie material
u Jiggerful
a Cave dweller
__.,......,.....,_-t u Swiss artist Paul 14 50 minutes past N More friendly
-,+.~~ ta It's good for
H Won by a nose, M Ready to pick
what alls you
with "out·
57 Domingo
22 Exhausted
37 Actor Flynn
forte
---+--+--+-+--- u On the heavy
n Irish patriot
side
Robert
27 Shalom, in
41 Does steno
Honolulu
work
u Metal shaper
4'Causeof
nYearns
hearing loss?

MONDAY

I

P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 NBC News
7:00 Wheel of Fortune
7:30 Cops
8:00 Fresh Pnnce
8:30 Movie:
9:00 Back to the
9:30 Future Pan Ill

1Q.:OO

10.30

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8,

News

News

Wmgs

Designing Women
Designing WOITl8ll

Roseame
Roseanne

Making of Flight

The Nanny
Dave's WOrtd

Wheel of Fortune
NFL Football:
Exhibffion Game

Baseban: White
Sox at Tigers

MacNell, Lehrer

Enlmt Tonight

Sports Center
NFL Prime

Unsolved
Myst

Enooumers:

Nalurl/Wm!

The Hidden Trutt,

Murphy Brown
(¥>II

Cowboys at
Broncos

Chk::ago Hope

News

-

55

WCIA-3

David L (10:35)

News
~

Wings

Drag Racing: NHRA Murder,
Cllamplon National She Wrote

Evening at Pops

Auto Racing: PPG
lndycaf

WWF Wrestling

Torvin and Dean:
Facing the Music

NewE!vand200

Sil!Stalloogs

BaseballT~
Sports Genier

WllQS

Wi1gs

News
Honeymooneis
Smon&Sim<ln

Movie: The Silence New York
Unde!CO',t&f
al Adultery

Jacksorwffle Jazz

Star Trek: Deep

x:-J

SpaceNlne

Good~
Movie: Shane

Unsolwd
Myst8l'let

Cops
Cops

DSC-33
Beyond2000

Search for
Mengele
Hiller.The
Wl)ole Story
NsturalWotld

Trailslde
Movie

proceed as lollows:
1. A student wishing to review
his/her education records shall
complete a request to inspect personal records at the designated
office where those records are

demic dismissal, and letters of
reinstatement.
-Registrar
1190ld Main

maintained.
2. A student shall be granted

reports and test scores for students assigned to the Academic
Assistance Center.
-Academic
Assistance Center
(only students assigned
to the Center)
Director, Academic
Assistance Center
100 Blair Hall
Individual Advisors

review of his/her education records as soon as possible and no
later than 45 days after receipt of

his/her request. The specific time
and location for such review shall
be determined by the custodian of
Rights

'Eastern

ired to
e cateatlon

the record. The custodian shall
ensure that the student (a) has
filed a written request, (b) presents appropriate identification,
(c) views only his.lher mcon::I, and
(d) reviews his/her record under

appropriate supervision.

3. Records or portions of
r all of
ot be

,a
In person
Tuesday,
at the ReMain, and
writing on

nivsrsity.
requir8d

records may be provided to the
student upon request for a fee
which covers the cost to the
University for copying the mcon::I.
The amount charged shall be
copying charges regularty established by the University.
4. A student may challenge
the content of his/her education
record on the basis that one or
more items are misleading, inaccurate, or otherwise Inappropriate.
He/she may request that the
item(s) be amended, corrected, or
deleted. (Grade appeals are
administered under se11arate
University .PO.ficy.) If his.lhec challenge is not resolved
tils/her
satisfaction, the studenl may
make a fomlal request for a hear-

to

-Board of Governors
Degree Coord.lnator
205 Blair Hall

GRADUATE ASSISTANTS
-Dean, Graduate School

-Exec::u1M:I Off1C81', EIU
Foundation

20601dMain

Brainard House

hone
ificatlon
ore, etc.),
ajor, Local

USE
rents' Add·

Attended,

~~

on,1.1:::•~.. j .

the records shall lher8after schedule a meeting with a review officer
appointed by the P~sident. An
ad hoc committee of faculty and

administrative personnel, appointed by the President, shall act as
an appeal review committee shall
conduct its hearing according to
established federal regulations
and report its decision within 14
calendar days from the date of the
request for a hearing. All decisions may be appealed to the
President.
If a student believes that the
Universlty has failed to comply
with requirements of the Act,
he/she may make a formal complaint to the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Office (FER-

b f . ° ' 8 ~,bf lidtJca•
tioh. Studehtlf ant herein actvised
that it is University policy to for-

' I .,_,Uffi",\13'qU v 'P()}

' r-• -

...

HTS
.
and
student
University Is
Inspect and

.

records

the policies
pted by the

the Sc.
tern tlllnols
the Pri\lacy
Illinois Uniavailable in
19 Oki Main.
ng access
shall

ward appropriate education records on request to a school in
which a student seeks or intends
to enroll.
The following is a 11st of student
records maintained by the
University, including the location

and custodian of each:

STUDENT HOUSING, including

GR~N-AID OFRCER
FINANCIAL AIDS, including

--Grants-In-Aid Officer
102 Student Services
Building

loans, financial aid, scholarships
and health insurance.
--Director of Financial Aids
Easr Wing, Student
Services Bulldlng

application material, billing and
information.
- Director of Housing
University Union

PETITIONS FOR REINSTATE-

MENT

VETERANS, including Veterans
-

FOREIGN STUDENTS
-International Student
Advisor
211 Old Main

Dean,EnroHment
Management
11601d Main

REGISTRATION, Including schedules and changes, fees paid,
outstanding bills,

FRATERNITY AND SORORITY
MEMBERSHIP

Administration educational records and educational items relat·
ing to use of benefits.
- Director, Veterans Sel'\'ices
102 Student Services
Building
John H. Conley, Registrar

Records Offlce

and withdrawal forms.

-Assistant Director of

-

Director of Registration

ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND
ABSENCE REPORTS
-Individual instructors and
department heads

CAMPS AND CONFERENCES
-Director, Housing
University Union

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT, Including credentials, student teaching evaluations,

empk,Jer references, and College
and:Uniwarslty recommendations;
....-£llrector ot Oaraer Planning
and Placement Center
·
11 Student
Services Building

ing on a form available at lhe designated office where the records
in question a~ maintained.
The student and custodian of

SCHOLARSHIP DATA (EIU

Foundation)

-Career Occupations
Degree Director
304 Kiehm Hall

ADVISEMENT, Including grade

ALUMNI, Including Information
submitted with application for
graduation.
--Director, Alumni Services
Under House

Student AclMties
316 University Union

•

CONTINUING EDUCATION,
Including registration materials for
short courses, workshops, noncredit courses, academic conferences, and off-campus courses.
-Dean, School of Adult and
Continuing Education
206 Blair Hall

10

DISCIPLINARY AND BEHAVIORAL RECORDS
-University Judicial Hearing

Officer
University Union

EVALUATIVE ITEMS AND RE•
PORTS RELATING TO STUDENT'S PROGRESS TOWARD

GFIADUAllON
-COiiege of Sciences

.
b::.,~,"~-;,

2020k!Main

:.

~

C611ege'ffl

<i

-ifBf cS8

B'l:Jslness aha Applied ScieooeS
111 Lumpkin Hall
-College of Education and
Professional Studies
21 o Buzzard Education
Building

...,...,i ......
qu hA>l.-.ir,

.

-College of Arts and
Humanities
219 Doudna Fine Arts

- -- -·

....,_ <ds
. :1

Center

ACADEMIC, Including permanent
record, grade changes , and removal of incomplete forms, high
school transcripts, transcripts and
evaluations from other post•seoondary educational institutions,
academic waivers, letters of aca-

--Graduate School
20601d Main

OFRCEOFAPPROPRtATE
DIRECTOR OR COORDINATOR

classified advertisin
by

BIii Watterson
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Given two opportunities to win,
Bears still lose to Cardinals 17-16
CHICAGO (AP) – Aeneas Williams
intercepted Steve Walsh’s pass and returned
it 37 yards for a touchdown with 7:24 left
Sunday night as the Arizona Cardinals
stayed unbeaten in exhibition play, edging
the Chicago Bears 17-16.
The Cardinals got two breaks in the final
minutes to record their third straight victory,
the last coming with 18 seconds to play
when Chicago’s Kevin Butler missed a 37yard field goal.
The Arizona defense, which had six sacks
in the game, stopped an earlier Chicago
drive when Terry Irving recovered a fumble
by rookie Rashaan Salaam at the Arizona 13
with two minutes left.
The Bears (1-2) rallied for a 16-10 lead
behind two second-half touchdown passes
from Erik Kramer, who was bidding to
regain the starter’s job he lost last season.
But Walsh replaced Kramer, and his second pass attempt was picked off by
Williams, who ran untouched into the end

zone. Greg Davis kicked the go-ahead extra
point.
Walsh finished 4-of-9 for 101 yards.
Eric Swann led the Cardinals’ fast-charging defense, registering four of Arizona’s six
sacks. Veteran Dave Krieg, meanwhile, completed 25 of 42 passes for 266 yards while
playing the whole game.
Kramer lofted a 14-yard scoring pass to
Curtis Conway with 13:32 left to put
Chicago up 14-10. Kramer then hit Michael
Timpson with a 2-point pass.
The Bears then squandered their two late
chances. Butler got a chance to win the game
after Walsh threw a 43-yard pass to Kenny
Shedd on a fourth-and-12, carrying to the
Cardinals 22 in the closing seconds.
Kramer, who finished 17-of-26 for 189
yards, rebounded from a first half in which
he spent most of his time on the seat of his
pants.
Arizona’s pass rush was at times too much
for the Bears to block. The Cardinals sacked

Kramer five times in the first half, three by
Swann and two by Clyde Simmons, for 30
yards in losses.
The Bears managed only four first-half
first downs, gained just 57 yards and drew
six penalties.
Trailing 10-2 at the half, they got a break
when Barry Minter intercepted Krieg’s pass
at the 13 in the third quarter, leading to a 9yard touchdown pass from Kramer to
Raymont Harris. The pass for two failed.
Arizona took the eight-point halftime lead
when Krieg floated a 14-yard touchdown
pass to Rob Moore, who outjumped James
Burton with 1:45 left in the second quarter.
Moore had seven catches in the half Davis
kicked a 23-yard field goal to put Arizona up
3-2 after the Cardinals had moved from their
own 20 to the Bears 7 but couldn’t score.
The Bears led 2-0 when Joe Cain broke
through and tackled Krieg in the end zone
for a safety.
There were 14,828 no-shows at Soldier Field.

Michigan Int’l
Speedway likes
Bobby Labonte
BROOKLYN, Mich. (AP) – Bobby
Labonte made it a clean sweep Sunday, driving his Chevrolet Monte Carlo to victory in
the GM Goodwrench 400 for his second
straight win at Michigan International
Speedway.
Labonte, who started his 84rd Winston
Cup race from the pole position, won the
Miller Genuine Draft 400 on the highbanked, 2-mile oval June 18. Labonte, who
also won the Coca-Cola 600 at Concord,
N.C., on May 28, now has won three
NASCAR races – all coming on superspeedways.
“Hey, man, this is great. I never won a race
before in my life, and now I’ve won two right
here,’’ said Labonte, who finished 6.8 seconds ahead of his older brother, Terry
Labonte.
The race, which earned Labonte $97,445,
took 2 hours, 32 minutes, 9 seconds and had
three caution flags for a total of 16 laps.

Soccer
from page 16
“My goal is to qualify for our
(Mid-Continent Conference)
tournament,” Fabiano said. “If
the team can finish in first we

would be able to host the conference tourney here and if we win
that, there is a play-in game for
the NCAA tourney and we’ll just
take it from there.”

Although Fabiano is anxious
to start the season, he is still
unsure of who the toughest opponents are going to be.
“I’m really not sure about who

the conference’s strong teams
are, but I know that Western
Illinois is a good rival and that
Missouri-Kansas City is going to
be tough,” Fabiano said.

The Panthers will begin their
new season against a tough
Marquette team on September 2
before taking on Northeastern
Illinois at home on September 7.

Football
from page 16
On the defensive side of the ball is
linebacker Tim Carver who set single game
(31), season (179) and career (427) records
for tackles last year.
Linebacker Matt Sweeney, strong safety
James Dorsey and defensive tackle Curtis
Price also return to a defense that is thin
from graduation and the loss of three players – Juan Lyle, Kendrick Hall and Phil

Brewer – who were declared academically
ineligible.
Soaring temperatures have made practicing very difficult, but Spoo said the team
has adjusted well.
“The heat and humidity has been a problem, but the kids have been fighting through
it real well,” Spoo said. “The weather is taking its toll, there’s no question about it. You
can only work so hard for so long.”

RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (2 big screens)
16OZ. DRAFTS $1.25 ML
GRINDERS COFFEE available daily
DAIQUIRI’S
$2.05
in STIX RESTAURANT
BAR MIXERS
$2.05 &BL
LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Huge stuffed potato w/Side Salad $3.95
BLT
$3.35
Caesar Salad
$4.25 W/chicken $5.95

Student Survival Kit

DINNER
ITALIAN CHICKEN W/SIDE SALAD,
POTATO & VEGETABLE
$5.50
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM
AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

Welcome Back Students!!
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“Buy any 6” Get a 2nd FREE! ”
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A MEDIUM COKE.
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Not valid with any other discount offer.
@@
GOOD @@@@
Valid with this coupon only.
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(In store only.)
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345 -7827

FAST
SERVICE
AT 430 WEST LINCOLN
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CALL FOR OTHER GREAT DEALS!
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injuries.
One positive for Eastern is a favorable
schedule that includes no Division I-A
schools, and has Eastern at home for four of
its first five games.
Spoo said today and tomorrow will be the
last few days to determine a staring lineup
for the Panthers’ opener.
Eastern’s home opener will be on
September 9 against Southeast Missouri.

DOMINO’S PIZZA

345-7849

345-7849

With only 11 days remaining until the
season opener, Spoo has to try to solidify
the wide receiver position, which is thin
after the loss of seniors Greg Jensik and
Jason Calabrese.
The defensive line is also questionable
with the departure of Kevin Zeng and Chris
Wilkerson. But new defensive back coach
John Bowers has a few transfers to work
with and some players returning from
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Volleyball begins new era
Ralston looks for
leadership after
departure of Sadler
BYMATrERICKSON

Staff writer
A new era in Eastern volleyball begins September
12 in Lantz Gym when the Panthers take on Butler
University.
Head coach Betty Ralston finds her squad searching for leadership and a standout performer after losing three seniors from the 1994 team, including AllConference outside hitter Kaaryn Sadler.
"I really don't see us as a one-player team,"
Ralston said. "Sure, maybe someone will come on
as an individual this year like she (Sadler) did last
year. But ih.i i much more of a group thing."
Sadler's individual accomplishments during her
senior campaign may have directly contributed to
many of Eastem's victories in 1994. But Ralston is
clear on what the team's goal is, despite the loss of
Sadler.
"Our goal is to win the Mid-Continent
Conference," Ralston said. "That is always our goal.
lt is of increased significance this season with it
being our last year in the conference before joining
the Ohio Valley Conference."
Ralston is also excited at the prospect of playing

future opponents from lhe OVC this sea on.
''The Labor Day Volleyfest at Eastern Kentucky is
our first tournament this year," Ralston said. "We
don't get to face Eastern Kentucky, who is in the
OVC, but we will get to see Morehead State."
Other tournaments on the Panthers' schedule
include the DePaul Invitational, Madison
Invitational and a tournament the Panthers will host
dttring the last weekend of September.
Also on Eastem's non-conference schedule are a
couple Big 10 Conference teams, including the
University of Illinois.
"We play them twice, once for their first home
match and once for our last home match," said
Ralston. "That will give us some great competition."
Another advantage Ralston sees in the upcoming
season is the increased number of home matches
over the previous year. The Panthers played only
seven matches al home in 1994, with only four of
them in Lantz Gym. This season Eastern will be at
home on 13 occasions, all played in Lantz.
"That really affected us last year," Ralston said.
"This year, people can see us early on. We'll be at
home three weekends in a row in September."
Ralston is remaining optimistic in a season that
may hold uncertainty. She feels that the l'anthers
will face challenging competition and should begin
to improve greatly as a team.
"We' ve replaced our graduating seniors with three
freshmen, and our walk-on tryouts were Sunday,"
Ralston said. "I'm really pleased so far. We will
have a much more varied offense, but we' ll be good
and we will be able to show a lot this season."
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_Tyson ends McNeeley in 89 seconds
LAS VEGAS (AP) -- ln 30 seconds nine years
ago, Mike Tyson proved he was a fighting force to
be reckoned with by knocking out Marvis Frazier
on national television.
Seven year ago , it took Tyson 91 seconds to
underscore that he was the king of the boxing hill
with a knockout of Michael Spinks.
Those two fights not only were quick. but tidy.
No questions! There were lots of questions, however. er 'I11llm begllll his que 10 resume his lofty
posit1 -n 1 worlo of boxing with an 89-second victory over Peter McNeeley Saturday night in the
MGM Grand Garden.
One of the first questions was asked by Tyson.
"Why," the frustrated former heavyweight
champion asked a few seconds after McNeeley's
manager climbed into the ring, leading to his
boxer's di.squalification. McNeeley had been
knocked down twice, but was on his feet at the
time.

McNeeley answered that queslion, although not
to satisfaction of listeners. Neither did managertrainer Vinny Vecchionne, and the Nevada State
Athletic Commission held up Vecchione's share of
tbe purse ($179,820) untiJ he further explains his
action. McNeeley's purse was $540,000. Tyson got
$25 million.
"I made the decision, and I can live with it,"
Vecchione said.
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One q1,1estion McNeeley left unanswered was
how much did a layoff of a little less than 50
months affect Tyson's fighting skills.
This, of course. led to the question of when will
Tyson meet an opponent who will serve as a gauge
of those skills.
"Mike, who will your first opponent be," wa
one sarcastic question Tyson and his people left
unanswered at the post-fight news conference.
Tyson is scheduled to fight Nov. 4 at the MGM
Grand against an opponent to be named.
"We'll go to the drawing board," promoter Don
King said.
"There are several names we are considering.
We should know within the next couple of days,"
John Horne, Tyson 's co-manager, said Sunday.
"Buster Mathis is under consideration. Lou
Savarese has been mentioned, but Buster Mathis
has a better chance." Home said a few other fighters are also being considered.
"He did exactly what he was supposed to do,"
Horne said of Tyson's performance against
McNeeley. "He slipped punches, countered and did
everything he had to do to get him off of him."
Tyson's self-assessment of his two-knockdown victory over the swanning McNeeley was less kind.
"I have a lot to learn," the 29-year-old Tyson
said. "I have to put together my skills. I have a
long way to go. I'm confident I'U do well.
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leaguers season in home stretch
T, Pa. (AP) - Last
League World Series
in town. With the big
the 12-year-old ath1 of the purity of

have to compete for
bis boys this year, but
effects of the strike
in youngsters who
ofthegame.
.
from people around
families are going to
r," Little League
· Sullivan said. "Parall-time high. If one of
increase in popularity
so be it." The 49th
World Series opens
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
.and Spring, Texas faces

Toms River, N.J. On Monday night,
Arden Hills, Minn., plays Yorba Linda,
Calif., and Hatillo-San Cristobal, Dominican Republic, faces Tainan, Chinese

Taipei.
Teams from Chinese Taipei have won
the championship five of the last nine
years, but no team from the Far East bas
won since the Philippines was forced to
forfeit in 1992 because of using ineligible players. Since then, Little League has
strictly enforced rules checking players'
ages and making sure they all come from
the same area.
After two straight championships by
Long Beach, Calif., Maracaibo, Venezuela beat Northridge, Calif., for the
title in 1994. The championship was the
first for a team from Latin America since
1958.
The team from Texas features Justin

Dempsey
from page 16

Doleski, a 4-foot-8 12-year-old. Little
League officials believe Doleski and his
father are the first father-son combo ever
to compete in the series. Mike Doleski
played for Vienna, Va., in 1972.
The Texans also have hard-throwing
pitcher Michael Cepeda, the largest player in the tournament at 165-pounds.
The California team includes Matt
Parrish, the son of Toronto Blue Jays
catcher Lance Parrish. The team honed
. its skills at the batting cages of Rod
Carew's bitting school in Yorba Linda.
The I 994 title game was knocked off
of ABC because of a 3 1/2-bour rain
delay. Still, the game drew a respectable
3.8 rating on ESPN.
If it wasn't rained out, the game would
have probably broken the all-time rating
of 6.2 set in 1993, ABC Sports
spokesman Mark Mandel said.

Tyson's opponents' inability to last a full round.
Wrigley Field will continue to be a place for
Cub fans to go in the Fall, as long as they keep
pace with the Astros. Yes, fans will go to enjoy
one of the best parks in the league, but now those
same fans might actually have a reason to watch
the game and follow the standings in the morning

paper.
Many have put baseball far in the back of their
minds already. But they're missing a great season.
Those of you who have already set your sights
on the football season and your local team beware.
If the Bears continue to give up 55 points a
game in the preseason to a team like the
Cleveland, and the St. Louis Rams and Indianapolis Colts stagger to their usual sub-.500
records , the only thing we may have to cheer
about in October is a Cubs run at the World
Series .
Ugbhh. What an ugly thought.

nt&WORLDIS HUNGRY FOR
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· for someone very sped.al
another country.. To live
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n years of providing Eastern students
ty chiropractic care. We are welcoming
dents back to school. To welcome you
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t v1.Sit absolutely free• with this ad! This
consultation, exarninatio~ treatment &
if indicated. Call now to schedule your
ent.
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Baseball
not dead
just yet
I’ve had better summers.
No, a family member didn’t die
– my car wasn’t stolen either.
Rather, after years of being
spoiled with great baseball, my
beloved Chicago White Sox,
widely predicted to challenge for
the World Series crown, turned
into a big pile of you know what.
The failings of the continually
contending White Sox and
Giants, and the cellar dwelling
“reborn” Yankees, was not what
baseball needed to get out of its
post-strike rut.
Add in a prolonged injury to
one of baseball’s brightest stars,
Ken Griffey Jr., and stupid comments from players like Ozzie
Guillen, who said baseball players owe nothing to fans, and baseball was very close to the distinction many predicted.
But as summer rolled on and
sports radio talk show hosts jokingly counted down the days until
NFL preseason camps opened,
baseball began a restoration of
sorts.
People became very fascinated
with a new pitching phenom
named Nomo, and were reunited
with a knuckleballer named
Wakefield.
Greg Maddux continued to stifle the best offensive players in
the league. And a guy named Cal
continues to chase a record most
saw as unbreakable.
Don’t get me wrong, baseball
is far from the glory days it
enjoyed long ago.
But it has become so easy to
rip apart America’s Pastime and
all the greed involved in the
league, that many people are
missing one of the most historic
seasons in recent memory.
The wild card, which was
slammed by some as taking away
from the purity of the sport, is
now one of the focal pieces holding baseball together.
As of Sunday morning, ten
teams in baseball were within six
games of a wild-card spot. That’s
ten teams that have a new life that
otherwise might not be there.
Six games is undoubtedly a big
deficit to make up, but it gives
people a reason to follow their
teams into September and
October, when they might have
already counted them out.
And the post-season will surely
see teams like Cleveland, which
has not been in the playoffs in
ages, and the Boston Red Sox,
whose inability to win a World
Series is as famous as Mike
Tyson’s opponents’ inability to
last a full round.
See Dempsey page 15
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Sports
Four coaches leave over summer
Perine, Mosnia
highlight list
of departures
BY DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor
If you’ve seen more moving
trucks than usual for the past
month in Charleston, it’s not a
coincidence.
Two head coaches resigned
and two assistant coaches took
jobs elsewhere, as athletic
administrators in the Lantz
Building are now left to fill the
vacancies.
The coaches who have left the

Eastern athletic department
include:
■ Men’s soccer coach Cizo
Mosnia, who held the head
coaching title for 11 seasons and
guided the team to four MidContinent Conference titles.
Mosnia leaves Eastern with a
record of 97 wins, 75 losses and
19 ties.
■ Softball coach Beth Perine
who was head coach for the past
four seasons.
■ Basketball assistant coaches
George Morgan and Todd Eisner.
Morgan spent six years in
Charleston assisting head coach
Rick Samuels while Eisner was
at Eastern for one season.
Morgan is now an assistant
coach at Western Kentucky

University while Eisner is the
new head coach at Viterbo (Wis.)
of the NAIA.
But there are also new faces
around Lantz, including:
■ Troy Fabiano, the interim
head soccer coach who comes
from Robert Morris (Pa.) College. Fabiano is responsible for
the head coaching duties until a
search is conducted for a permanent coach.
■ John Bowers, defensive
back coach for the football
squad. Bowers held the same
position for the last two seasons
at Eastern Michigan University
and was defensive coordinator/secondary coach at Illinois
State University from 19881992.

He takes over for Randy
Melvin who is now an assistant
defensive end coach at
Wyoming.
■ Glenn Kiriyama, assistant
volleyball coach. Head coach
Betty Ralston gains her first
assistant coach in Kiriyama, who
was the assistant men’s coach at
Rutgers University at Newark
last season.
■ Deborah Polca, who comes
in as Eastern’s first senior
women’s administrator.
■ Tom Akers, who was the
interim head men’s track coach,
was officially named to the head
coaching position on August 1.
Akers, who was named the
Mid-Continent’s indoor and outdoor Coach of the Year, replaced

New soccer
boss takes
over duties
BY BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

players who stayed in Charleston over the summer
and put in some extra workout time.
“We had probably more kids stay this summer
than I can remember,” Spoo said. “They really
pushed themselves. I think they understand it’s
going to take a little bit more to win consistently.
But they seem willing to pay that price. They really
worked hard this summer.”
Back to lead the Panthers in their final season is
a group of seniors that makes up the core of
Eastern’s team.
Quarterback Pete Mauch and tailback Willie
High will lead an offense that finished third in
scoring in the Gateway Conference last year.
Eastern is the only school in the Gateway to return
both its starting tailback and quarterback.
Center Chris Anderson, fullback Chris Hicks
and tight end Rick Mullen will also be counted on
heavily for leadership.
Kicker Steve Largent is also back for his fourth
straight year as the No. 1 kicker. Largent was
Eastern’s second leading scorer last season.

For the past week, the men’s
soccer team has been practicing
in the sweltering heat to prepare
themselves for the upcoming season.
While the heat has been a problem, the squad has many other
challenges to look forward to
before their season begins in two
weeks.
For starters, the team will be
under the direction of interim
coach Troy Fabiano, who served
as an assistant coach last season
at Robert Morris College.
Fabiano takes over for Cizo
Mosnia, who resigned after 11
years at Eastern.
In addition to coaching at
Robert Morris, Fabiano also
played his college ball there and
he has two years of professional
experience with the Pittsburgh
Stingers.
The team is also going to be
shorthanded this year, with only
16 players on the squad. Of the
16, ten are returning players, two
are walk-ons and the other four
are newcomers.
Among the newcomers are
Scott Ness from Tacoma, Wash.,
Roman Shapla from Kentucky,
Shawn Johnson, a transfer from
Lincoln College and Rob Ryan, a
transfer from Los Angeles. As for
the key returning players, Fabiano
feels all of his players are going
to be important.
Although Fabiano does consider his strong nucleus a positive,
depth may pose some problems
throughout the year. And when
the team first reported to camp
they were not in good shape,
Fabiano said.
“The team did not arrive at
camp in shape but their fitness
has improved since then,”
Fabiano said. “During the past
week, fitness is almost 100 percent so things are going well.”
Fabiano has also set high
expectations for his team this season – and the postseason is
included in those expectations.

See Football page 13

See Soccer page 13

JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
Eastern tailback Willie High attempts to run past two defenders during the Panthers’ scrimmage Saturday morning on the practice fields. The Panthers
will rely on High for their running attack, as High has led Eastern in rushing for the past two seasons.

Football squad gearing
up for 1995 campaign
BY PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
Somewhere in the cards is a post-season berth
for Eastern football coach Bob Spoo and his team,
who have not been to the playoffs since 1989.
Whether or not 1995 is the year of the Panther
remains to be seen.
Spoo and his staff have been preparing for 1995
year ever since the horn sounded in Eastern’s 24-3
season finale victory over Southern Illinois last
November. The victory gave the Panthers their first
winning season (6-5) since the 1989 club went 9-4.
While there is some anticipation of the upcoming season and the Aug. 31 season opener at Austin
Peay, Spoo said his team has been very focused on
the pre-season drills.
“I don’t know that they’ve been focusing on the
season as much as they’ve been focusing on practices and so forth,” Spoo said. “We have great leadership in our whole senior class and they’re doing
very well.”
That senior leadership was shown in the 15 or so

